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ABSTRACT 

The present paper focuses on an empirically well-established fact about human languages:  the 

ability to assert or deny the existence of something or someone. Existential constructions (also, 

Existentials) assume this function. Languages lexicalize the existential propositions differently. 

Some languages use existential preforms, prepositions, negative particles, or word order. Aspects of 

the meaning of existentials in Classical Arabic (CA, henceforth) and Modern Standard Arabic 

(MSA) henceforth) can only be found if we straddle the historical, syntactic and the pragmatics 

borders. 
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1. Aims of The Study 

 
My overall concern in this study is to explore some linguistic properties of existential sentences in 

Classical Arabic.  More specifically yet, and contrary to the general tendency in the syntactic analysis 

of existentials, the present study aims to explore how word order can yield existential sentences. I 

will argue that verbless constructions with preposed locatives and indefinite themes are purely 

existential sentences that surface without an existential particle.  In other words, I will argue against a 

widespread conjecture that CA and MSA (Modern Standard Arabic, henceforth) existential 

constructions share the same linguistic make up, particularly the same existential proform 

(hunāka/θammata). The analysis proposed here establishes the fact the hunāka/θammata were 

exclusively used as locative demonstratives in CA, contrary to the double use (existential and/or 

locative) they assume in MSA.   
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2. Preliminary Remarks 

Existential constructions, of the type exemplified in (1), constitute an empirically well-established 

fact about human languages (cf. Lyons, 1986,1976a, Fillmore,1986, Allan,1971, Breivik,1981, 

Kuno,1971, Freeze,1981, Groat,1995, Ward and Birner,1995, Lasnik,1995, Nam,2001; among 

others). Existentiality and deicticity would often go together in the sense that Existential sentences 

(existentials) were often compared to and contrasted with deictic- locative constructions.  The strong 

link that exists among these sentence types has induced many grammarians as well as linguists to 

postulate a common structure from which existential, locative as well as possessive sentences are 

derived (Lyons, 1967).  

(1) a.   There is a man in the house.  (MSE) 

b.   hunāka/θammata raƷul-un fi d-dāri (MSA) 

     There   a man-NOM in the house-GEN 

     There is man in the house. 

 

       c.    fi  d-dāri  raƷul-un        (Classical Arabic) 

                 In the –house-GEN a man-NOM 

                 There is man in the house. 

 

 (1-a) has received considerable attention ever since 1924 and the publication of The 

Philosophy of Grammar by Jespersen, who was the first to call them existential sentences.  The 

widely entertained analysis of existential constructions in English has been a model to the analysis 

Existentials in Modern Standard Arabic, especially the fact that both languages make use of an 

existential proform (there- hunāka/θammata) to lexicalise an existential proposition. Another point 

in common is that pragmatically, the examples in (1a/1b) denote the existence or coming into 

existence of something/someone (a man) indefinite. Syntactically, their structure consists of 

indefinite nominal expression (a man, raƷulun/raƷulun). Semantically, they express the same 

proposition. Specifically, they assert the existence of a man in the house.  Nevertheless, in the case 

of Classical Arabic this existential proposition is lexicalized differently. While Present Day English 

and MSA use existential proforms (There and hunāka/θammata), it seems that CA lexicalizes the 

existential proposition via exploiting word order (preposing the prepositional phrase fi d-āri, and 

postponing the indefinite NP raƷul-un).  

 

3. The Research Problem 

 hunāka/hunālika and  /θammata / θamma  assume two functions in MSA: a locative deictic 

function (demonstrative)  (2) and an existential function (3) which patterns much like the 
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existential ‘THERE in modern English. However, CA lexicalises existential propositions 

differently via exploiting word order.  

(2)  hunākaƷalas-nā                                          (locative) 

                   There sat –we 

                   We met there. 

           (3)  hunāka ṭālib-un fi- l- ħadiiqat-I                   (Existential)  

                 There    student-NOM   in –the – garden-GEN 

                 There is a student in the garden.  

 

hunāka/hunālika and  /θammata / θamma  were used inclusively as deictic particles in CA. In MSA, 

however, we notice a reduction of deicticity in favour of existentiality. It is this reduction deicticity 

that constitutes that major concern of my investigation.  

 

4. The Research Question(S) and Hypotheses  

If we believe in the strong linguist affinities that exist between CA and MSA, then: 

1. Why is it the case that MSA and CA use different strategies to express existentiality? 

2. How can one, adequately, account for the reduction of deicticity in MSA?  

3. How can we explain the evolution of existential particles such as THERE    in    English 

and hunāka in MSA? 

Hypothesis (1):  CA does not have any specific particle that signals an explicit existential reading  

(Apart from the verb judƷadu ‘exist’). 

Hypothesis (2): Word order is the only option CA has to express existential propositions.  

5. Primary Linguistic Data: Classical Arabic 

My Primary linguistic date would include  

 Qurʔān,/the different Qurʔānic readings, 

 pre-Islamic poetry, Islamic poetry  

 the traditions of the prophet (ħadiθ).   

 Medieval Arab Grammarians 

The order in which these resources appear is essential with Qurʔān being the first reliable source, as 

sacred books tend to be more conservative and more resistant to language change than the other 

sources.  

6. Modern Standard Arabic 

I will be using Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) to mean the language of ‘written Arabic media, e.g., 

newspapers, books, journals, street signs, advertisements- all forms of the printed word. It is the 
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language of public speaking and broadcast on radio and TV’ (Ryding, 2005:05). In terms of linguistic 

structure Modern Standard Arabic and Classical Arabic are largely but not completely similar. 

7. Major Findings 

The first striking remark is about the distribution of hunāka and hunālika in the Qurʔān. hunālika 

occurs nine times in the Qurʔān whereas hunāka does not seem to occur anywhere in the Qurʔān 

while hunālika is used both as a locative or a temporal demonstrative (spatiotemporal) it seems that 

θamma/θammata are used in the Qurʔān as a locative demonstrative exclusively.  

Chapter(Surat) Verse (Arabic) Translation) 

Surat Āli ʔmrān 

(Verse:38) 

دعا زكريا ربه قال رب هب لي من لدنك ذرية  هنالك

 طيبة انك سميع الدعاء

Then prayed Zachariah to his 

Lord: "O Lord, bestow on me 

offspring, virtuous and good, for 

You answer all prayers."  

Surat 'A`rāf 

( verse:119) 

 Thus there and then they were وانقلبوا صاغرين هنالك فغلبوا

vanquished and overthrown, 

humiliated.  

Surat Yūnus 

(Verse:30) 

م تبلو كل نفس ما اسلفت وردوا الى هللا مواله هنالك

 يفترون الحق وضل عنهم ما كانوا

Then each will see what he had 

done in the past; and they will turn 

to God, their true Lord, and all the 

lies they had fabricated will be of 

no avail to them.  

 

Second, Medieval Arab grammarians seem to agree on the morphological, phonological as 

well as the semantic make up of hunāka/hunālika. Broadly speaking, they distinguish between three 

sets of spatial demonstratives.  Demonstrative of remote deixis or ‘far’ deixis, demonstratives of 

approximate deixis , and demonstrative of nearer deixis or ‘near’ demonstratives 

What is of interest to me here is the fact that medieval Arab grammarians seem to agree that 

hunāka/hunālika were used as spatio-temporal demonstratives. ʔibn yaʔiš (2001) in his šarħ of  

Zzamaxšari insists on the link between hunāka and its spatial referent.  hunāka ‘must always have a 

spatial reference’ (ʔibn yaʔiiš, 2001). 
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8. How Did CA Lexicalize Existentiality? 

CA expresses existential propositions in two ways: i) exploiting word order that results in 

Affirmative Existential Sentences or ii) using a negative particle (lā) in Negative Existential 

Sentences.   

 Constructions like (5) have been referred to as ‘verbless construction’ by virtue of the fact 

that they surface without a verb (cf. Akkal1995).  Although verbless, they seem to be temporally 

anchored.  The translating equivalents of these constructions contain overt copulas (ibid).   Consider 

(5): 

    (5)  fi l- ħadiqat-i raƷul-un  

                    In the- garden-GEN (is) man INDEF -NOM 

        There is man in the garden 

 
I do believe that a sentence like fi d-dāri raƷul-un represents a gap in the medieval Arab 

grammarians’ conceptualization of sentence types. It is my conjecture that sentences like the one 

above represent an independent sentence type which I will call Affirmative Existential Sentences 

(AEC, henceforth) as opposed to Negative Existential Sentences (NES, henceforth) which will be 

dealt with later in this chapter. 

 Fi d-dāri raƷulun is understood to assert the existence of instances of THING in the given 

LOCation, that is, it has the semantics we typically associate with existential sentences. It is this 

sentence type which presented a real challenge for medival Arab grammarians because they could not 

accommodates it within the traditional classification of sentence types.  I will call these sentences 

Affirmative Existential Sentences. (AES) 

3. The Genesis of Existential Particles in MSA 

It is my conviction that the development of existential particles in MSA out of spatial demonstratives 

or preposition (fiih) reflects an ongoing linguistic change.  I hold that the synchronic description of 

these particles is simply a slice of a diachronic cycle (Breivik1981). My alternative analysis finds its 

strength in an old concept: Grammaticalisation.   

 The grammaticalisation of spatial demonstratives/prepositions into existential proforms 

illustrates a slow and gradual movement ‘from the more concrete to the more abstract, from the more 

linguistically autonomous to the more linguistically dependent, and from well-defined linguistic 

categories to decategorialisation, in which the lexeme holds diffuse membership of sundry minor 

grammatical categories. Grammaticalisation is problem-solving, facilitating the conceptualization of 
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abstract notions’. This development involves four mechanisms; these mechanisms are semantic, 

phonological and syntactic. 

Conclusion  

Did existential particles exist in CA? The emerging answer is richer, deeper, and more detailed than 

if existential sentences in CA were taken to be introduced by the same existential particles that are 

used in MSA.  This is an immediate result of subjecting the phenomenon to linquistic inquiry. 

Whatever the final answer turns out to be, there is no doubt that more is learned about properties of 

language faculty by dring to ask linguistically critical questions.  
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